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Starting Point

We welcome
your comments...

“Food security through
good jobs”

Send letters (the shorter the better) to
the editor at:

workers who’d
been laid off during a
serious recession in the late ’70s and
early ’80s. Shockingly, in large part,
they now serve the needs of
employed workers who can’t earn
enough to live.”
Volunteers are discussing strategies for
working with the Poverty Reduction
Coalition to address the root causes of
poverty.
The project’s executive has worked
with the Community and Social Action
Committee of the New Westminster and
District Labour Council to hold community gatherings. Over the course of a
year, these functions attract a minimum
of 2,000 people. The project has seen
success from partnerships with a sports
organization, a student group, and a parent-teacher group. Several events are
planned for this year.
The project began 15 years ago with
just one union, the United Food and
Commercial Workers’ Union, supplying
one food bank. Now over 40 unions support the Union Protein Project. “It’s difficult to measure the impact of all this,”
Radosevic said, “but there’s no doubt
that many more people are aware that

Dave Barrett touched many
in the building trades
Dave Barrett, one of B.C.’s most colourful premiers, passed
away on Feb. 2 at the age of 87. Many building trades members have personal stories to tell.
Barrett was an MP for five years, an MLA for twenty-five,
and a radio talk-show host. Following the NDP’s election victory in 1972, the Barrett government passed approximately
400 bills during its three-year term. Many initiatives (public
auto insurance, the Agricultural Land Reserve, Pharmacare,
lowering the drinking age to 19, neighbourhood pubs, B.C.
Day, a ban on pay toilets, an end to strapping in schools, full
bargaining rights for government employees, a human rights
code, and improvements in social services) are with us today.
Barrett headed two commissions of inquiry into the Leaky
Condo Crisis in 1998 and 1999. The Barrett Commission
made 82 recommendations and led to the Homeowner
Protection Act. It was reported in 2002 that 90 per cent of
three-and four-storey units had serious problems and that
some had undergone envelope repairs several times. The BC
Building Trades made several presentations to the commission and supported the recommendations.
Barrett’s son Joe worked as a researcher for the BC
Building Trades from 1997 to 2012 and is now the Indigenous
Peoples Liaison for the Labourers Local 1611.
You can read more about Dave Barrett in an article by
Tom Hawthorn and published on thetyee.ca–Dave Barrett:
The man who changed a province.
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BC BUILDING TRADES
INFO@BCBUILDINGTRADES.ORG
Letters must include your name,
address, phone number and,
where relevant, union affiliation, trade
or company.

unions are active in their communities
than they were before the project. Phone
and Facebook messages are all positive,
as is coverage in local media.
“We’ve proven that a moderate union
investment can leverage union-labeled
products into food banks worth about
10 times that investment,” he said. “Then,
add the value of public education aspects
of the project.”
Following meetings with the Alberta
Federation of Labour and Food Banks
Alberta, the Union Protein Project will
be expanded later this year to Alberta,
likely followed by a similar program in
Ontario.

Dollars

Against

Diabetes
The BC Building Trades will be collecting donations
for the UBC Centre for Research in Childhood
Diabetes at liquor stores throughout B.C. on June 16
(June 15 on the Island)

With your help, someday a pen will just be for writing

CFU-F2F

Protein for People, now called the
Union Protein Project, delivered
$445,000 worth of protein to B.C. food
banks last year. A substantial increase is
expected this year.
The name change was made to ensure
that the public understands that this initiative is run by union people. “We are a
union owned and operated charity,” said
President John Radosevic.
The former logo, which featured a
salmon, was also changed to reflect the
fact that the protein now includes peanut
butter and tuna. “Food banks are very
excited by the prospect, and so are we,”
Radosevic said.
Laura Lansink, executive director of
Food Banks BC, told project volunteers
and supporters at a meeting in
December that unions should never
doubt the positive impact they have in
their communities.
The union activists behind the project
also see education as a priority. “Food
Security Through Good Jobs” is the
organization’s slogan.
Recent meeting minutes state: “It’s
worth noting that when food banks first
started they were generally relief for

From the editor

tom sigurdson

Community Benef its Agreements

Project Labour Agreement 2.0

my

experience with computer
software is admittedly limited.
It seems that every time I am familiar
and comfortable with a software program, a new and improved upgrade is
offered and I begrudgingly accept the
upgrade. In time, I realize the upgrade
really does offer something new or
additional and the improvement is beneficial.
For decades we have built any number of projects under Project Labour
Agreements (PLAs). Almost every single legacy dam on the Peace and
Columbia rivers has been built under
the Allied Hydro PLA. Meanwhile, the
Vancouver Island Highway and the
Millennium SkyTrain line were similarly
built under PLAs. Even in the private
sector we have worked projects under
a PLA, the most recent one being the
Kitimat Modernization Project. These
are but a few examples of work we
have done under PLAs.
Those Project Labour Agreements
had any number of common provisions
which affected each trade and every
worker on the job: same start time,
overtime rates, no work stoppages. The
common language in the agreement
ensured uniformity and many times
conformity on multi-craft, complex
projects. In many respects, PLAs have
brought form and structure to the
sometimes convoluted construction
environment.
Rarely though, have PLAs been used
to specifically provide for or promote
societal expectations. But society has
changed. Today we know that the
terms and conditions of most every
project have very specific outcomes in
addition to the “build it on time and
on budget” attitude of previous
decades. Today, many projects require
social licence prior to the first shovel
going in the ground. Social licence can
mean different things in different parts
of our province but they almost always
reflect community aspirations.
The BC Building Trades has long
advocated for apprentices on all publicly
funded provincial projects. In July of
2015, former jobs minister Shirley Bond
announced that the then Liberal government would set an aspirational target of 25 per cent for apprentices on
B.C. provincial projects. While the aspirational goal was never achieved, the
announcement was a good first
step–the first in Canada in fact.

But now it is time to take that aspirational goal to a new level and that is
where Project Labour Agreements 2.0
changes the baseline. We need new
goals that will redefine the PLA and
provide for and meet societal needs
and expectations. We need different
provisions. In short, we need
Community Benefits Agreements,
which are already in place in many
other jurisdictions in North America,
including Toronto, Seattle, Los Angeles
and, yes, Vancouver, too.
By 2027, B.C. will need over 100,000
new tradespeople (70 per cent to
replace those who retire and 30 per
cent to meet economic growth). We
need more people to join our ranks.
Women constitute 50 per cent of
the population but make up only four
per cent of our construction workforce. While we don’t keep track of
Indigenous people in our memberships,
we certainly need more young
Indigenous people to learn our trades.
And then there are the recently landed
immigrants and new Canadians we

need to engage and bring into our
unions. These are ready sources of new
tradespeople who should be welcomed
into our organizations.
Community Benefits Agreements can
and should provide opportunities for
Indigenous people, women, and new
Canadians. CBAs can specify and
enforce an apprentice workforce rate
of 25 per cent which would go a long
way towards meeting the training
requirements of those 100,000 new
tradespeople in nine years.
We are working with the new B.C.
government to create those opportunities for apprentices: women, men,
Indigenous people, and new Canadians.
If we can’t meet those targets, our
industry will be in a very serious circumstance. Insufficient skilled workers
mean limited economic investment and
even more limited opportunities in the
future which aren’t good for anyone.
Failure is not an option.
We do more than build B.C. We
build careers. We build communities.
We build on our commitment.

The building Trades—Who we are
BC Building Trades

Phone
778-397-2220

Web address
www.bcbuildingtrades.org

250-383-8116
604-584-2021
604-585-9198
604-541-1611
604-571-6500
250-388-7374
250-354-4177
250-376-8755
604-524-6900
604-877-0909
604-524-8334
604-879-4191
604-525-2736
604-291-8831
604-526-2404
604-526-0441
250-382-0415
604-882-8212

http://bcrcc.ca
www.bac2bc.org
www.opcmia919.org
www.cswu1611.org
www.ibew213.org
www.ibew230.org
www.ibew1003.org
www.ibew993.org
www.bcrcc.ca
www.insulators118.org
www.dc38.ca
www.ironworkerslocal97.com
www.millwrights2736.com
www.IUOE115.ca
http://piledrivers2404.ca
www.plumbers.bc.ca
www.ualocal324.com
www.ua516.org

604-430-3388

www.smw280.org

250-727-3458
604-876-5213
604-291-8211

www.smwia276.ca
www.teamsters213.org
www.uniteherelocal40.org

affiliated unions
BC Regional Council of Carpenters
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers Local 2
Cement Masons & Plasterers Local 919
Construction & Specialized Workers Local 1611
Electrical Workers Local 213 (L. Mainland)
Electrical Workers Local 230 (V. Island)
Electrical Workers Local 1003 (Nelson)
Electrical Workers Local 993 (Kamloops)
Floorlayers Local 1541
Heat and Frost Insulators Local 118
IUPAT District Council 38
Ironworkers Local 97
Millwrights Local 2736
Operating Engineers Local 115
Pile Drivers Local 2404
Plumbers & Pipefitters Local 170
Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 324
Refrigeration Workers Local 516
Sheet Metal, Roofers and
Production Workers Local 280(Vancouver)
Sheet Metal, Roofers and
Production Workers Local 276 (Victoria)
Teamsters Local 213
UNITE HERE Local 40
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By Joe Barrett and
Corry Anderson-Fennell
B.C., we have a problem.
“Large public infrastructure projects
should give opportunities to B.C. residents and, in particular, groups underrepresented in the construction sector,
such as Indigenous communities,
apprentices, and women in trades. But
that’s not the case right now,” said Tom
Sigurdson, executive director of the
BC Building Trades. Sigurdson pointed
to the Site C Dam in northeast B.C. as
an example.
According to the latest BC Hydro
employment statistics, only 11 of the
1,681 workers at Site C last
November were apprentices. There
were only 239 women and 96
Indigenous workers at Site C during
the same month. Almost one-quarter
of the total workforce is sourced from
outside the province.
BC Hydro lumps together construction jobs and non-construction occupations (office, kitchen, and housing
work) so it is unlikely that all the
women and Indigenous workers were
skilled tradespeople.
“What we have here is a crisis in
construction,” said Sigurdson. The crisis
has been building for many years, he
said. The former provincial Liberal government’s elimination of compulsory
trades in 2002 opened the door for
cheaper, unskilled labour to perform
work previously done by apprentices
6 tradetalk BC BUILDING TRADES / Spring 2018

or journeypersons. This led to compromises in safety, quality, and consumer
protection.
Fast-forward to 2018 and B.C.
remains the only province in Canada
that does not require certification for
construction trades. Without Red Seal
certification, uncertified workers don’t
meet industry standards and their
mobility to work in other provinces is
restricted.
Meanwhile, a Statistics Canada study
shows that fewer than four per cent of
apprentices in construction trades are
women, a shocking situation when the
industry faces a looming skilled trades
shortage as older workers retire.
“It’s a race to the bottom floor, and
we’re almost there,” said Sigurdson.
For Maple Ridge mom Jasmine
Wagner, apprenticeship in a Red Seal
trade saved her from the mountain of
student loan debt she accumulated
while getting her bachelor of fine arts
degree from Simon Fraser University.
In spite of her degree, Wagner’s job
prospects were limited, so she began
looking to the construction trades as
a way to support herself and her
infant son.
Wagner enrolled in an introductory
trades course at the United Association Piping Industry College of BC and
quickly found a fit as a welder.
“Welding wasn’t even remotely on
my radar,” she said, “but the moment I
stepped into that first booth and

struck my first arc, I was hooked.”
Wagner took the welding program
offered by the piping college and was
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Can the
crisis in construction
be averted?

The BC Building Trades continues to press for measures that ensure opportunities for women in trades, like Jasmine Wagner;
Indigenous communities; apprentices; and local hiring on public projects in B.C.

hired by Bantrel Constructors at the
$4.8 billion (US) Kitimat Modernization
Project before she’d even completed
her pre-apprenticeship. She joined
more than 500 other women working
on that project.
“This job was an incredible opportunity for me,” recalled Wagner, a member of the Plumbers and Pipefitters
Local 170. “We had an amazing amount
of arc-on time up there, which is
extremely important for apprentices.”
Being able to live and work in the
same community is also important.
Just ask Brian Geidt, who worked
alongside two of his daughters and
one son at the Revelstoke Generating
Station. “All of us were given the
opportunity because we were local
hires,” said Geidt, a member of
Labourers Local 1611.
Construction runs in the Geidt family’s blood. Tired of the city, Geidt’s
father moved the family to Revelstoke

in the 1960s and started working for
the Tunnel and Rock Workers’ Union.
Local 168 later became one of the four
union locals that merged to become
Local 1611.
Geidt’s daughters joined Local 1611
to work on the generating station
while his oldest son apprenticed at the
station as a carpenter. Geidt’s youngest
son also worked at the station for a
couple of years as a member of Local
1611 before starting an apprenticeship
as a boilermaker.
“Over the years, I’ve worked with
lots of apprentices who’ve now moved
on to other projects up north [and]
around the province and now have
careers in construction,” said Geidt.
Without compulsory trades and the
assurances that come with the apprenticeship certification process, Geidt
said he has no idea the level of training, knowledge, and experience the
worker next to him might have. His

concerns double when he thinks about
the safety of members of his family.
“It’s troublesome because you don’t
know…how much training they’ve had.
Does the person know what’s involved
working underground, with concrete?”
The BC Building Trades is advocating
for measures that ensure opportunities
for apprentices, Indigenous communities, women in trades, and local hiring
on large public projects in B.C.
BCBT affiliates also invest more than
$18 million annually in training and
have more than 6,000 apprentices and
trainees.
The BC Building Trades is committed
to advancing opportunities for women
in trades through the initiative Build
TogetHER: The Women of the BC
Building Trades, which promotes, supports, and mentors women in the
skilled construction industry.
But it’s obvious there is much more
to be done.

Columbia Ironworkers
IW97 British
ironworkerslocal97.com
Supporting industry, progress and a strong British Columbia economy.
Building BC and the Yukon for over 110 years.

• Red Seal Structural, Reinforcing, & Ornamental Ironworkers.
&HUWL¿HG:HOGHUV 5LJJHUV
• 90% Apprenticeship Completion Rate.
2I$OO5HJLVWHUHG,:$SSUHQWLFHV,Q%&
6891 MacPherson A
Avenue,
venue, Burnaby
Burnaby,, BC V5J 4N2
Tel:
Tel: 604.879.4191—Toll
604.879.4191
604.879.4191—T
1—To
oll Free: 1.866.562.2597—
1.866.562.2597—info@ironworkerslocal97.com—facebook.com/joinlocal97/
—info@ironworkerslocal97.com—
—facebook.com/joinlocal97/
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Doug Parton-Business Manager
Paul Beacom-President
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Highlights from
the B.C. Legislature
By Brynn Bourke
BCBT Director of
Campaigns and Policy

Courtesy of Ministry of Advanced
Education, Skills and Training

Since forming government in July
2017, the BC NDP has made several
important announcements that affect
construction workers. Here are some
key announcements.

eliminating tolls

On Sept. 1, 2017, the government
eliminated tolls on the Port Mann and
Golden Ears bridges. The move has
saved members who commute over
the Fraser River an average of $1,500
each year.

Proceeding with site C

In December, the BC NDP government announced it was proceeding
with the construction of the Site C
dam. This was welcome news for hundreds of unionized tradespeople who
will work on the turbines, generators,
spillway, and powerhouse components
of the project.

improving representation on
government boards

Women in Trades report

The Ministry of Advanced Education,
Skills and Training released a report on
women in trades identifying barriers
preventing women from entering,
advancing, and staying in a career in the
trades and put forward solutions for
change.

msP premiums cut by
50 per cent

On Jan. 1, the government reduced
Medical Services Plan premiums by 50
per cent. It has pledged to fully phase
out MSP premiums over the NDP’s
term. While many members have their
premiums covered through their collective agreements, the cut has a huge
impact on many union pension and
benefit plans which cover the costs for
our retirees. The change will save our
plans millions of dollars.
8 tradetalk BC BUILDING TRADES / Spring 2018

forward to seeing important changes in
the industry that ensure worker safety
while making unscrupulous contractors
accountable.

Premier John
Horgan and his
cabinet have made
a number of welcome changes to
the leadership of
major B.C. institutions. The BC
Building Trades
welcomes the appointments of Jacquie
de Aguayo (Labour Board chair),
Roberta Ellis (Industry Training
Authority chair), Ken Peterson (BC
Hydro chair), and Ralph McGinn
(WorkSafeBC chair). We were particularly pleased to see past BC Building
Trades president Lee Loftus appointed
to the WorkSafeBC board. We know
Loftus will represent the interests of
workers well.

asbestos review

The Ministry of Labour has conducted a public consultation into the
asbestos abatement industry and is
now in the process of reviewing the
stakeholder report. Many affiliates participated in this process. This is an
important issue for many construction
workers and their families. We look

Tuition waiver extended to
former youth in care

The Ministry of Advanced Education,
Skills and Training announced in
September that it would provide young
people leaving foster care with free
tuition at all 25 of B.C.’s public postsecondary institutions. This means that
some of our most vulnerable young
adults will have access to trades training programs at institutions like BCIT
and Camosun.

strengthening
apprenticeship ratios

The Ministry of Advanced Education,
Skills and Training is conducting consultations to strengthen provincial policy
on apprenticeships. The BCBT has
been participating and recently took
staff from the ministry on a tour of
our training facilities.

President’s view

david hoLmes

david holmes, business manager district Council 38

There’s a monster
on the loose
What do you think $84.7 million could buy today?

and institutional sectors.
The underground economy has other costs, too. Legitimate
Here in B.C., it could fund the New Westminster and Powell
businesses have a difficult time competing with unscrupulous
River school districts for an entire year. Or it could buy 17
contractors whose prices don’t include the requisite payroll
MRI machines for public hospitals. It could even help the Ride
deductions and other required taxes.
to Conquer Cancer double all the money donated for cancer
Those working for these small and large contractors also
research over the past nine years.
lose out. They are often purposely and inaccurately categorized
Instead, $84.7 million is the estimated cost to taxpayers of
as independent contractors themselves, even though they are
the underground economy in the residential construction secemployees. As a result, they aren’t covered by workers’ comtor–in 2001 dollars. No, that’s not a typo–I really do mean
pensation and are more vulnerable to injury
2001 dollars.
and unemployment. In addition, basic employApologies for taking you back to 2001.
hours of work,
Unfortunately, it’s the last time anyone paid
To ignore the underground ment standards around pay,
and working conditions are often ignored.
serious attention to the underground econeconomy is to ignore the
Consumers who participate in the underomy in B.C. That’s when a joint compliance
ground economy are another at-risk group.
team of representatives from the B.C.
practices of tax evasion,
For example, they can’t remedy a shoddy job
Ministry of Labour, Human Resources
money laundering, and
without admitting their own part in the illeDevelopment Canada, and the Canada
human trafficking.
gal exchange.
Customs and Revenue Agency estimated
Then there is the cost to greater society,
the B.C. government was losing $44.5 milarguably the biggest victim in this sad affair.
lion annually in unpaid taxes, and
Unpaid taxes mean less money for vital programs such as
WorkSafeBC was losing $40.2 million in unpaid premiums.
health care, education, child care, employment insurance, and
Back then, the loss was so staggering, the Vancouver Sun
pensions. These programs support kids, seniors, and other vullamented that the residential construction industry was
nerable populations.
“marked by inadequate regulation, ineffective enforcement of
All of this is to say the underground economy in B.C. is a
existing regulations and laws, and flouting of employment stanreal-life monster. It’s rampant and there are no signs of abatedards. It’s an industry with a flourishing underground compoment. The contractors who take part are flagrant about their
nent whose activity is reaching epidemic proportions.”
activities and fearless about the consequences. Just search
Well, if the underground economy constituted an epidemic
Craigslist for “cash daily” in the jobs category, and “cash” in the
in 2001, it must be a pandemic in 2018. What it represents in
services category and you’ll see exactly what I mean.
lost revenue to today’s economy is anyone’s guess. Accounting
To ignore the underground economy is to ignore the praconly for inflation, $84.7 million in 2001 is worth $114.4 million
tices of tax evasion, money laundering, and human trafficking.
today (thank you, Bank of Canada online inflation calculator).
The underground economy has no place in a fair and just
Keep in mind, these figures only reflect the underground
society. We just have to decide whether we want a fair and just
economy in the residential construction sector, and say nothing
society.
of the millions that are surely lost in the industrial, commercial,
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O u r Base

The benefits of
building our base
Building our base has become a
priority of the BC Building Trades and
its affiliated local unions. Partnerships
with groups and communities not
well represented in construction are
bringing in new union members.
Those of us in unions know the
benefits of membership: job opportunities, camaraderie and mentorship,
health benefits, an emphasis on safety,
and retirement with a good pension.
Union contractors gain access to
well-trained and ready-to-work
tradespeople.
Growing numbers of trainees result
in a steady flow of income for the
joint apprenticeship boards, which
means improvements in training,
equipment, and facilities.
And growing union membership
numbers mean stronger and more
financially healthy unions with greater
influence with employers, the public,
and government on issues of concern
to working people.
10 tradetalk BC BUILDING TRADES / Spring 2018

Affiliates of the BC Building
Trades are reaching out to women,
Indigenous communities, and
veterans.
Paddy Byrne, from the Painters and
Allied Trades District Council 38, said
outreach has also been made to
Syrian refugees. In addition, Level 1
painting courses have been offered
twice at Matsqui Institution.
Derrek Autzen, head of the
Floorlayers Local 1541, said his union
is reaching out to members of other
constituencies as well. “There are
great people who are struggling to
re-enter the workforce,” he said. He
cited people who have been through
rehabilitation programs and completed recovery programs as an example.
“They need assistance and we can
help them move on with their lives
and have good careers.”
In the following articles, you will
read about some of these programs
and the successes and challenges.

Base-building
strategies
BuildForce Canada has prepared
a series of posts with advice,
research, tools and checklists to
help the construction industry create respectful, welcoming, and inclusive workplaces. Specific topics
include:
• reaching out to under-represented groups
• biased hiring and decision making
• harassment, bullying, and
discrimination
• gender stereotypes
• how to be an effective
communicator and listener
• effective problem solving
See: www.buildforce.ca/en/blog

Joshua Berson photos

B u i l d i n g

B u i l d i n g

O u r Base

Unions and First Nations working together
By Leslie Dyson
Members of several First Nations are
on track for rewarding careers in the
construction trades. Foundation courses were offered last fall in floorlaying;
steel stud framing and drywall installation; drywall finishing; and the piping
trades.
Students Brenda Scott and Cliff
Holland were enthusiastic about their
foundation skills training and careers in
the trades.
Scott said she wanted to return to
school even though her previous education experiences were terrible. She
said she enjoyed the atmosphere at the
training school. “I’m an over-achiever. I
like hands-on. We huddle together and
help each other when we get overwhelmed.”
She was quick to point out that the

ongoing injustices that began 150 years
ago are creating obstacles to success in
the trades today. Still, she said, she
would like to see more Indigenous
people take up trades training.
Holland, whose family is from the
Wet’suwet’en Nation, said, “I’ve been
working in construction for 20 years,
but I have to find something that’s easier on my back.” He said he likes installation work and enjoyed helping other
members of the class with their
designs.
The Finishing Trades Institute of BC
(associated with Painters and Allied
Trades District Council 38), Floorlayers
Local 1541, and the piping trades,
among others, have been meeting with
the Squamish Nation Trades Training
Centre (SNTTC) and touring each
other’s training centres to find ways to
work together.

Paddy Byrne, director of training at
the Finishing Trades Institute (FTI), said
students at the SNTTC took part in a
four-week introductory wall and ceiling
class, which involved three weeks of
steel stud framing and boarding and a
one-week drywall finishing component.
Months earlier, training staff developed
course materials that were delivered by
DC 38 painting contractor Troy
Halverson in an introductory painting
course at the Squamish centre.
Byrne said he was gratified to hear
that the students talked about how
welcome they felt at the FTI. “They
were here at a busy time and saw
other classes. The place was filled to
capacity and they liked the environment.”
The students were assisted by Wolf,
an elder from the Squamish Nation
continued on following page

Cliff Holland, with 20 years
experience in construction already,
enjoys learning a new trade–
floorlaying.
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“and that was very helpful,” Byrne
added. “He was essentially a mentor
and that’s what we [unions] try to do,
too. The culture of apprenticeships and
mentoring is like First Nation elders
overseeing young people.”
Derrek Autzen, head of the
Floorlayers Local 1541, said six members of the Squamish Nation participated in a floorlaying class.
Soft skills were taught in a four-week
period at the SNTTC.
The following four weeks, the
SNTTC brought the students to the
BC Regional Council of Carpenters’
training centre on Annacis Island to
learn about the various types of floor
coverings.
Kjell Nymark, an instructor for 12

Joshua Berson photo

Brenda Scott pointed out that the
ongoing injustices facing Indigenous
people make it difficult for many to
return to school, but she felt a sense
of accomplishment in the union
training environment.
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years and a member of the union for
25, taught hardwood coverings. Students
learned about job site safety, communication, material handling, and the fundamentals of nailed down, glued down,
and floating installations, he said. “They
were really engaged with the training
and loved the result of their finished
projects.”
Jeff Jensen, an instructor since May
2017 but a member since 1987, had the
students do mockups for laying vinyl
composite tile. After learning some of
the tricks of the floorlaying trade for
preparing the floor, drawing the layout
lines, and spreading the adhesive, they
laid the square tiles in monolithic or
alternate grain patterns.
After the theory and practice, students chose the trade that appealed to
them the most for their two-week

practicum. Following that, they began
their apprenticeships.
Autzen said the floorlaying trade is
well suited to people who work well
with their hands and are comfortable
working with end users. Many members
also appreciate that most of the work is
indoors on residential, commercial, and
institutional sites.
Autzen said that some of Local 1541’s
instructors are Indigenous and that can
help to make connections with the students. “But it’s the same message” delivered to all students and apprentices, he
said. “Show up on time and [be successful] these are the things you need to do
for your employer.”
The students also learned about the
advantages that come with union
membership. “The union is always there
for support,” he said.
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Kyra Liddle, fireproofer with Cement
Masons Local 919, says barriers still
remain for women in the trades.

It’s time to cut the crap
By David Hogben
“Women on the worksites are here
to stay,” said Tom Sigurdson, executive
director of the B.C. Building Trades.
“The construction industry needs
them to fill the many looming vacancies created by retiring baby boomers.

“There remain some men who don’t
like that, but that’s too bad,” he said.
“Those guys are just going to have to
get over it. Women have a place anywhere they want to be. They have a
place beside us, working alongside us,
and using their skills.”
Tradeswomen break through all

kinds of barriers when they enter the
male-dominated construction industry.
They overcome systemic discrimination, prejudices about their abilities,
fewer job opportunities, and even
access to clean, accessible washrooms.
continued on following page
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Shawn Luke cartoon

Fireproofer Kyra Liddle has been in construction long
enough to appreciate the changes in attitudes towards
women on the job sites. “More employers are open to hiring
women. They are seeing the attention to detail is there,”
Liddle said of the changes she has seen over the past 20
years. Though women still represent only about four per cent
of construction tradespeople, project labour agreements
(PLAs) have opened doors and created more opportunities
for women, especially on big jobs.
“Yes. If it’s a unionized job with a project labour agreement,
more women are going to get on site,” she said. Liddle has
worked on major projects like BC Place, GM Place, the
Vancouver Convention Centre, and many airports.
“I have worked, not only all over B.C. and Alberta, I have
worked in the Yukon. I have worked in Iqaluit.”
However, barriers remain. When Liddle goes out on a job
with a helper–invariably a man–many people assume she is
the helper. And something as basic as lack of access to graffitifree, clean, and functioning washroom facilities reduces productivity, creates health risks, and discourages women from
working in the trades.
Liddle said the situation could be improved by providing
separate washroom facilities for women on all sites.
“Our bathroom situation is disgusting,” she added. “There
isn’t a woman in the trades who would disagree.” No doubt,
many men as well.
Sigurdson said the situation facing some women tradespeople “is disgusting. Female construction workers deserve the
same dignity and working conditions as men. That includes
recognition of physical differences and requirements.”
Poor sanitation is a major cause of disease and can be a
serious occupational health risk. Construction workers are
often at risk from exposure to infectious diseases on construction projects due to poor sanitary conditions associated
with toilets and clean-up facilities.
“The current situation is not going to attract women to the
trades,” Liddle said. “If you are not driven, tough-skinned, and
can’t handle seeing piles of crap, you’re not going to make it.”
On some jobs around town, Liddle said she has had to go
in search of washroom facilities at gas stations. But that
means time away from the job and lost productivity.
On big jobs, it’s less of a problem. Companies dedicate one
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After many years in the trade,
Liddle knows what changes are
needed to make the trades more
accessible to women and other
groups.

or more washrooms for female workers. “There is a requirement that when there is a certain number of women you
have to provide a Port-a-Potty for them. But why if you have
[even] one girl on your site, can’t you close off one bathroom
for the time?” she asked.
On one job at the Iqaluit airport, Liddle demanded a separate washroom, but the employer resisted. “They weren’t
going to do it. They were actually fighting me on it. I would go
in there sometimes and there would be poop on the walls…I
had to call my health and safety officer and get him involved. I
had to get him to send all the literature so that they could
read that they had to provide a bathroom.”
In the end, they provided a separate facility and gave a key
to every woman.
WorkSafeBC requires that employers ensure washroom
facilities are readily available and be:
• maintained in proper working order
• kept clean and sanitary, and
• provided with the supplies necessary for their use
If the portable toilets on your worksite are unacceptable,
talk to your supervisor or health and safety officer. All construction workers are entitled to clean and safe washroom
facilities. It’s the law and your employer’s responsibility.
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Helmets to Hardhats in B.C.
The biggest question in the back of
the minds of most people serving in
the armed forces is what to do in life
afterward. The workforce reintegration
program Helmets to Hardhats is showing that the construction sector is a
good place for veterans to start a
career after service, said retired
Brigadier General Gregory Matte.
For the last five years, the retired
airline pilot, who first learned his trade
in the air force, has been working with
the program set up and sponsored by
Canada’s Building Trades Unions.
“We’ve put through 640 people
since the program started in 2012,”
he said. “That’s about one every
three days.”
Matte says the program is based on
three identified needs. First, is the
chronic difficulty many veterans face
trying to re-enter the workforce and
readjust to civilian life. Second, the
looming shortage of skilled trades
workers that the industry is facing now
because of retirements and that is
expected to worsen because of
decades of decreasing government support for trades training. And third, the
chance for building trades unions to
gain more members and greater
influence in the industry.
“Part of what unions do is build
community,” he said. “That’s what
we’re doing here. There’s no better way for veterans to get back
into civilian life than by joining
a supportive community where
they can learn skills to earn a
living.”
The Helmets to Hardhats program lets veterans know the
advantages of careers in the building trades and provides assessments of skills and abilities. The
assessment component is especially important given the many
types of injuries suffered by veterans returning from active war
duty. But Matte says that’s exactly
what the program seeks to help
them overcome.
“Not everybody on a mission
suffers an injury or experiences
PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder),” he said. “Of those
who do, only about five per cent
are in a situation of never being

able to work again. The rest handle
their condition with medication or on
their own with counseling. When
someone comes in for assistance, we
interview them as to what kind of
work they are interested in and what
work they can and can’t do.”
Disability is not an automatic barrier
to getting into the trades, he insisted.
“Even if someone has a serious injury,
like say, losing a leg, they could still be,
for example, a crane operator.”
But there are challenges the program faces when dealing with different
government jurisdictions and in today’s
turbulent economy.
Of the 120 identified military trades,
only about 10 are recognized by civilian institutions. “This is part of what
makes it so difficult for veterans to get
work in civilian life,” he said. “If someone in the military gets training, for
example as a carpenter, there’s no official record that’s recognized, so they
don’t get hired even if they are technically qualified.”
Another problem is that construction trades are provincially regulated,
meaning each province implements its
own standards and methodology.
Unless a trade is part of the “Red Seal”
national standard, a worker’s skills may
not be recognized from one province

to the next. Building trades across the
country have raised this issue with
their provincial governments. Matte
said it may have to be addressed by
the federal government.
“Some years are better than others,”
he said. “We had a lot of good placement in the tar sands until the oil price
crash in 2014. Then it got harder as
things really slowed down.”
Record-low interest rates and inflated property prices have kept the construction industry going fairly strongly
in B.C. but it could have been much
better. The former Liberal government’s decision to acquiesce to the
non-union sector and drop the
requirement for certified trades
reduced funding for training and
apprenticeships.
But overall, Matte is happy with the
program’s success rate and the growing interest. “The number is likely double that (the 640 official placements so
far),” he said. “We’re still having a problem with getting full feedback from
contractors, unions, and veterans
themselves. Once people get into a
trade it becomes just normal.” He said
better reporting by construction
unions and signatory firms would benefit all partners and enable the program to be more effective.

José Lam cartoon

Veterans, unions, and the
industry working together
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By BoB BLakeLy

Chief executive officer for Canada’s building Trades unions

We have to make our
halls more diverse
year, I reflect on the preevery
vious year and where we
are going in the near future. We cer-

tainly had some high points last year
and there were events that qualify as
much lower.
We unveiled our national monument
to unionized construction workers.
Some governments recognize the value
that comes from union construction.
Our industry has grown by nearly
100 per cent over the past 20 years
but it looks like growth will plateau at
least in the mid-term. Even so, we are
going to have to replace 248,000 craftspeople as the Baby Boom generation
goes into retirement. We don’t lack for
challenges!
What else does 2018 hold for us? It
is a mug’s game to try and predict the
future but it is very smart to prepare
for eventualities.
I think we can look forward to working on a substantial amount of the
infrastructure work that the federal
program will create. This will kick-start
provincial, territorial, and municipal government initiatives. Many local unions
have not engaged in these kinds of projects for a long time. Whether this is
because of a market shift to industrial
work or unionized contractors concentrating on smaller and smaller bases

does not matter. In many jurisdictions
this will be the only game in town and
we need to be ready.
That may mean doing things we
would rather not do, like meeting
wages that are below our jealously
guarded industrial rate. The time for
courage is now. We need to get back

We don’t act like jerks on
steroids at church, in the
parent-teacher interview,
or in many other
situations, so why would
it be OK at work?
into the market. Wages will recover
there. If we stay frozen to an unrealistic
reality, our members will vote with
their feet!
Liberalized labour laws mean a return
to card-check certifications in many
provinces and federally. The political climate supports organizing. That means
getting out and doing what we once did
best, organizing the unorganized!
Finally, we need to keep a weather
eye on retirements and people leaving
the trade for other reasons. No matter

what we do, what the market is doing,
what projects fail to go ahead, our Baby
Boom members are going to leave and
we have to replace them.
If you look at the pool of people we
will have to choose from (and we will
be in the same boat as nearly every
other institution and industry in
Canada), we will have a much more
diverse workforce than the one you
and I joined so many years ago. We are
fools if we don’t make a virtue out of
necessity. Diversity brings strength and
diverse workers bring many gifts to our
workplaces.
There is more to accommodating
diversity than just making a place for a
woman, Indigenous person, a youth, or
new Canadian. It means being serious
about respect. We don’t act like jerks
on steroids at church, in the parentteacher interview, or in many other situations, so why would it be OK at
work? Our workplaces and union halls
will be diverse when our best guys (and
gals) and our leadership no longer tolerate bad behaviour and no longer
stand aside when bad behaviour occurs.
I am not asking for political correctness, just common decency. We need
to step up and do the right thing when
a person is being bullied or treated
badly. It is the least we can do.
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Piledrivers Local 2404
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Construction
on water calls
for special
skills

Members of Piledrivers Local 2404
develop their welding and formbuilding skills at the training centre
of the BC Regional Council of
Carpenters.

By Leslie Dyson
Being a piledriver requires working on
the water and when the tide is right,
sometimes in the middle of the night.
There’s a lot of climbing. Everything is
done outdoors in all kinds of weather,
often in remote locations. However, the
work is interesting and varied and the
trade provides a good living.
Twelve third-year piledriverbridgeworker apprentices, under the
direction of instructors Casey Nichols
and Steve Reid, were building a suspended slab form and practising their welding
skills when Tradetalk visited the BC
Regional Council of Carpenters training
centre on Annacis Island. Highway bridge
maintenance crews, members of the BC
Government Employees’ Union, also
take advantage of the training offered by
the Piledrivers Local 2404 Joint
Apprenticeship Training Committee.

Apprentices were required to build a
form using special hangers that hang off
a simulated pile, mimicking the suspended slab formwork structures used in
marine construction. “Some have never
seen this kind of setup,” said Nichols,
also president of Local 2404.
Apprentice Paul Wilkinson said, “No
one knows what a piledriver does. So I
tell them, ‘I pound really big nails in the
dirt.’” To Tradetalk, he said, piledriving
work is like labourer work, but
underwater and on the water, as well
as on land.
The structure Wilkinson was building
had an extra feature not seen on the
other students’ forms. His included a
staircase, not something likely to be
seen out on the water. It was a
manouevre reminiscent of Star Trek
Captain J.T. Kirk’s approach to the
Kobayashi Maru test. Wilkinson said he

added the stairs “because I don’t want
to have to keep jumping off and on the
platform!”
Three years earlier, Wilkinson was
working as a diver in Ontario but the
work “dried up.” As a member of the
carpenters union, he was able to transfer to Local 2404 and move to B.C. “I’m
still bouncing around, but the work is
more consistent. It’s a little bit easier to
have a home life. The Lower Mainland
has a lot of work to keep me local.
Wilkinson said he feels fortunate to
have bought a house on the far side
of Maple Ridge soon after he arrived
and “before the market went through
the roof.”
He’s worked on the test pile for the
proposed bridge to replace the George
Massey Tunnel as well as the Annacis car
continued on following page
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dock upgrade and the Alliance Grain
Terminal at the Port of Vancouver. “It
keeps me occupied.”
Brock McIntosh is glad that his father
Scot encouraged him to join Local 2404.
“It’s different all the time,” he said.
“You’re on the water, on the land, you
go all over the place.” He’s worked on
bridge repairs, the Baffin Iron Ore Dock
in Nunavut, and repairs to a train trestle
on the Fraser River.
The school moved from BCIT to its
Annacis Island location in 2009.
Darrell Hawk, business manager of
Piledrivers Local 2404, has been involved
with curriculum development for the
apprenticeship program. Recently, the
Industry Training Authority (ITA) struck
a joint labour management committee
to upgrade and develop the Level 2
apprenticeship curriculum to make it
more relevant to workers in the trade.
“We have to look after our trade or it
will disappear,” he said.
“It’s great to watch as a class comes
together sharing knowledge and experiences they have learned on the job and
helping each other with the hands-on
practical aspects of the class.”
A few years ago, the ITA–with pressure from the resource industry sector
and a promise from former premier
Christy Clark of thousands of LNG
jobs–carved out welding as a standalone trade.
Apprentices ended up in a tug of war

between the construction trade schools
(providing full-scope training) and the
colleges (offering the three-year welding
course), Hawk explained. Some students
dropped the trades training to follow a
dream of getting their own welding rig
and going off on their own to build
pipelines,” he said. “That’s the promise
they were fed by colleges that needed
to fill seats in welding programs.”
However, with the downturn of work in
the oil sands, welding jobs are not as
plentiful.
Welding is a key component of
piledriving and many construction
trades, but not the only skill that’s
required. “After the welding, we have to
throw down the welding helmet and do
the rest,” he said.

A dangerous trade in the past
The trade used to be dangerous and
more physically demanding “but construction technology and design, along
with the industry focus on safety over
the past couple of decades has led to
members working smarter and safer,”
Hawk said.
Unionized piledrivers have been part
of the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters since 1920.
Most people find their way to the
trade by word of mouth. But 30 years
ago, the industry recruited workers
from the forestry, fishing, and farming
industries. “Those are the guys they
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wanted,” Hawk said. “They had to be
rugged, know how to rig, and know how
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The injury rate was so high in the
early years that workers couldn’t get life
insurance. They unionized to press for
better working conditions.

Varied work and locations
Known to some as “The hall that
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idea creosote burned you,” he said. “My
skin was peeling off.”
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Great training
Great jobs
Great future
www.piledrivers2404.ca

Students building suspended slab
forms similar to structures they
would have to construct on water.

Members ready for the big
projects
There are 450 active members (600
including retirees) in Local 2404. The
biggest contractors include Fraser River
Pile and Dredge GP Inc.,Vancouver Pile
Driving, and Ruskin Construction. Unlike
other craft unions, members often stay
with a company for decades and
become part of the core group of
employees.
Many members are working on the
G3 terminal in North Vancouver and
many worked on the just-completed
expansion of the Prince Rupert container terminal.
The local expects that projects like the
South Jetty remediation in Esquimalt, the

Centerm Expansion Project at the Port
of Vancouver, Pattullo Bridge replacement
and other transportation infrastructure
will keep members busy.
It’s hard to hold onto apprentices if
there are no big projects, Hawk said. “If
there’s no work, they just disappear.”
Some members have transferred their
union membership to the BC Ferry and
Marine Workers’ Union for steady work
maintaining the ferry terminals up and
down the coast.
It’s tougher for apprentices now than it
has been in the past, Hawk said. Most of
the steady work is in the Lower
Mainland. “There’s always work at the
Vancouver port driving piles for developers,” Hawk said. “It’s its own economy.”

However, a lack of affordable rental
units and the exorbitant cost of living
means that many younger members can’t
afford to live close to work. “It’s not just
an issue for us, but for all employers and
industries going forward.
“We’re hopeful that, yes, things are
going to change with the NDP government’s attitude towards training and
trade qualifications. But we still haven’t
seen changes to requirements for
apprentices on government contracts.”
The collective agreement requires a
6:1 ratio of journeypersons to apprentices. “As soon as work on the Pattullo
Bridge and transit infrastructure are
under way, we’ll be back in recruiting
mode,” Hawk said.
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By Ian McLeod
Meet brothers Edward and Marcel
Dupuis. Both are 70-year members of
the Operating Engineers Local 115.
They joined the union within weeks
of each other after World War II. They
live actively and independently in Metro
Vancouver, keeping in touch with each
other and taking an interest in union
affairs.
Ed, now 97, gained experience with
heavy equipment in the Canadian army
during the war. On his first Local 115
job, the Bridge River hydroelectric project west of Lillooet, he earned $1.25 an
hour–until the day his boss pointed to a
big new Caterpillar tractor and said, “If
you can manage that thing, I’ll double
your wages.”
Younger brother Marcel, 92, started
with the local in Prince Rupert at $1 an
hour, clearing a site for what later
became the Skeena Cellulose pulp mill.
“I worked on everything,” Marcel said.
“Cats, shovels, loaders–and I monkeywrenched all kinds of equipment. After
four or five years I was a full-fledged
mechanic, and then a mechanic foreman.
I’ve had so many jobs–if I gave you the

list, it would make your head spin.
“The union was always a wonderful
thing for working people, making sure
we got proper wages and accommodation. The Liberals were the first government that really tried to break the
union. They wanted to get something
for nothing.
“I never really retired. I’ve never quit.
That’s why I’m living today. You’ve got to
keep your body moving and your mind
active.”
Through their careers, the brothers
took on construction projects in every
corner of British Columbia and in the
Arctic, building railways, highways, airports, and ice-bound drilling platforms.
“Marcel and I were just talking about
how we never worked together after
we joined the union,” Ed said in an
interview at his Maple Ridge home. “On
the Kemano [hydroelectric] project, he
was at one end of a 10-mile tunnel and I

“It’s funny. The employers
come and go, but the union
stays.”–Edward Dupuis
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Marcel Dupuis

was at the other end. I walked over the
mountain a couple of times to see him,
but he was never home.”
Both brothers moved to the Lower
Mainland in the 1950s. Marcel purchased
a residential property in North
Vancouver for $480 and built his own
house. He took part in major projects
such as Simon Fraser University and the
Burrard thermal generating plant.
Ed had acreage near the Pitt River
that he landscaped with an old Ford
tractor. He worked for Dominion
Bridge as a crane operator, helping to
build the Pacific Coliseum and narrowly
avoiding the catastrophic collapse of the
Second Narrows Bridge (he was on a
day off).
“During my last 15 years I was at a
different company,” he said. “They were
building those towers in downtown
Vancouver. All I did was put the cranes
up and take them down, most often on
weekends.”
“Dominion Bridge, Burnaby plant was
shut down in the mid-1970s and other
companies went broke in the ’80s. It’s
funny. The employers come and go, but
the union stays.”
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Edward Dupuis

Brothers
celebrate
70 years
as union
brothers

Nina Sheere is a counsellor at the
Construction Industry Rehabilitation
Plan. CIRP is a non-profit, joint
union/management-sponsored alcohol
and drug treatment program. It provides mental health and addiction services at no charge to BC Building
Trades members and their adult family
members. The plan offers a range of
treatment options. Please call
1-888-521-8611 or 1-604-521-8611.

standing lets us do our best work.
We also think out of the box as
much as we can. If there is a new theory or tool, and there is solid evidence
behind it, we try and bring it into our
work and offer it to our clients.

What is the most challenging
and rewarding part of your
work?

Counsellor
Nina Sheere
and Gunnar

Construction Industry Rehab Plan

Meet counsellor Nina Sheere
and Gunnar
What led you to working
at CIRP?
I grew up in B.C.’s Lower Mainland
and moved to Vancouver Island to study
psychology and women’s studies at the
University of Victoria. Since that time, I
have worked in a variety of mental
health areas including support work in
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, youth
corrections, and perinatal addictions. I
completed my master’s degree in
Counselling Psychology at Adler

University in Vancouver, and hold certifications as a yoga teacher and in trauma
sensitive yoga. I often bring this into
counselling through mind-body awareness. I am passionate about social justice and in my spare time I run a nonprofit organization called the Street
Feet Society, focusing on raising youths’
awareness about marginalization issues
in the Lower Mainland. My dog, Gunnar,
is often by my side in the office and out
in the community!

Why did you choose to go into
counselling?
I entered counselling because I have
seen the true benefits of it within my
family. Mental health and substance use
impact everyone in some way, and my
family’s experience with it as I was
growing up made me want to be able
to offer that support to others.

What makes CIRP different, and
why does it work?
CIRP is different than any other organization I’ve worked for because it is
built on a wrap-around, bio-psychosocial model. That means we try and
look at the whole picture, not just one
aspect of a client’s life. It’s important in
our work to look at a person’s physical
health, social connections, sense of purpose, spirituality, and any other aspect
that is important to them. This under-

The most challenging part for me is
to not take on people’s stories and
experiences myself. I’ve learned the
hard way that leads to burnout really
fast. When I get asked, “How do you do
it on a regular basis?” I always have one
answer, “In my work, I get to witness
incredible successes every day when my
clients triumph over their struggles. Big
or small successes, we celebrate them
together, and this always gives me hope.
People can always change, and it’s a
beautiful thing to watch!”

In a job that can be very
serious, how do you find the
lighter moments?
I try to be as real as possible with my
clients. I don’t have any magic that I do,
or operate behind a smoke screen. I
think if I’m being authentic, that allows
my clients to do the same. We joke
around a lot in sessions, and laugh a lot!
Sometimes things are just hilarious and
ridiculous, and instead of crying, we find
the humour in it together.

If you weren’t a counsellor what
would you be doing instead?
My alternate reality of myself would
be a pilot for sure. I love to fly, love to
travel and I doubt I would stay in one
place for very long.

What would you say to
someone who is thinking about
calling but is too nervous or
afraid?
It can be really scary to ask for help,
but even scarier to try and always manage everything on our own.
We’re here waiting whenever you
decide to reach out, and even though
we might not have all the answers (we
usually don’t), we can definitely try and
figure it out together.
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Ill-fitting work wear and
gear a safety concern
By David Hogben

Brynn Bourke photo

Well-made, well-fitting safety equipment and work wear are required on
all construction sites. But the growing
number of women in the building
trades hasn’t led to easy access to safety equipment and work wear that fit
properly.
Red Seal refrigeration mechanic Julia
Ballantyne knows that the lack of properly designed safety equipment–like fallprotection harnesses–means women
cannot do certain jobs, or risk their
health and lives using equipment
designed for men.
“There are certain harnesses that are
only made for men,” Ballantyne
explained. They have a criss-cross pattern rather than straps that go across
the chest. “If a company does not have
that [particular] harness, it means a
woman cannot do the job she needs to
do in a safe manner.”
If a female tradesperson were to use
the equipment designed for a man, it
could cost her her life. Personal protective clothing and equipment that does
not fit properly can compromise personal safety and it may not function the
way it was designed.
Equipment intended for use by
women workers should be based upon
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female anthropometric (body measurement) data. However, a study done for
the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health in the U.S. found that
most tools, equipment, and clothing are
not designed for a woman’s physique.
There are a lot of companies selling
safety equipment and work wear for
men, but women have few options,
Ballantyne added.
“It’s way more difficult. Any guy can
go into a Mark’s. In our company we get
a clothing allowance at Mark’s. But we
are just allowed to buy whatever we
can. There’s not an assortment of
women’s work wear so we go buy
wherever we can.
“You also want good fitting clothes so
they are not baggy and getting caught in
things.”
Proper fitting work gloves are also difficult to find for tradespeople with small
hands. “I was wearing gloves that were
too large for my hands.You don’t have
the dexterity you should. I would have
to take them off. It’s not unlike wearing
oven mitts,” she said. “It affects your
handling of things. I cannot grip a screw
to get it on something. So I am exposing
myself to things. But if I had properly fitting gloves I would not have to.”
Ballantyne said that there are so few

stores that sell women’s work wear
that many like her buy online from
companies like Eve Workwear in
Australia. But that can be a problem
when delivery is slow and clothing
doesn’t fit as expected.
“It’s annoying. And you also want to
look professional. You don’t want to
show up at a job looking like you are in
your father’s oversize clothing.”
Cost is also a concern because fewer
options for women’s work wear and
safety gear usually results in higher
prices.
“The pants that I buy online are
between $80 and $115. Men’s are less
than $80. I know guys that buy Costco
pants. They are like $17.99. I cannot
wear those.”
To help female workers find quality
work wear and safety equipment Build
TogetHER B.C. held a swap meet at the
Operating Engineers Local 115 offices in
Burnaby last November. Women, union
and non-union, turned out to buy gently
used work pants, jackets, safety boots,
and tools.
Ballantyne said similar events will
probably be held in the future. “It was
[also] an opportunity for us to socialize
and to create a network for women in
the trades.”

Bentall Tower tragedy

Pledge to safety
renewed each January
By Merrill O’Donnell,
Workers’ Advocate
BC Building Trades

As the workers’ advocate for the
BC Building Trades, my wish for all
of you working out there on the
tools is that you return home safe
and sound after a productive shift.
That’s the bottom line!
But if you do get injured, don’t
ignore it. Take action: go to the first
aid office, report it to your supervisor, seek medical attention, and
file a WorkSafeBC claim immediately. Don’t try to be tough. Don’t
be bamboozled by the employer’s
promise of a bonus for a noninjury workplace. Don’t try to convince yourself that all will be well
in the morning or after you get
some downtime on holiday.
Timing is everything when it
comes to filing a claim with
WorkSafeBC because a causal connection must be proven before
your claim will be accepted. That’s
WorkSafeBC’s bottom line!
—Merrill O’Donnell, BC Building
Trades Workers’ Advocate
regulations, cut corners to save
money, and fail to properly train their
workers.
Nonetheless, these simple truths
that we are all fully cognizant of (at
least in theory!) are important
reminders that we must be forever
vigilant when we set foot on a construction site, and that we would be
wise to remind ourselves of this over
and over again. Life is precious. You
only get one. Think about it, often.

Corry Anderson-Fennell photos

BC Building Trades unionists, along
with officials from the BC Federation
of Labour and WorkSafeBC, dedicate
time each January to remember the
four tradespeople who, in the prime of
their lives, plummeted 36 floors to
their deaths. Each year, Tradetalk covers the event.
On Jan. 7, 1981, Gunther Couvreux,
Brian Stevenson, Donald Davis, and
Yrjo Mitrunen were killed after the fly
form on which they stood broke loose
from the side of the Bentall Centre
Tower IV in downtown Vancouver.
Since then, workers, union leaders,
safety officials, family members, and the
public have taken time to remember
these unfortunate souls, the families
they left behind, and the reasons for
this horrific and preventable incident.
This year was no different. Dozens of
people assembled at the memorial
plaque in the park near the Burrard
SkyTrain Station and in sight of the
Bentall towers. They came to pay their
respects and renew their commitment
to ending incidents like this.
In the years since this tragedy, more
than 1,000 construction workers have
died in B.C. due to workplace trauma
or disease. Last year was particularly

deadly, with 44 work-related construction deaths, representing a 42 per cent
increase over 2016.
One of the recommendations from
the 1982 inquiry into the deaths of
the four workers at the Bentall Centre
was for compulsory safety training, yet
construction workers continue to sustain an occupational fatality rate that is
three times the provincial average.
Jim Sinclair’s new book, We Build
BC: History of the BC Building Trades,
provides insight into the reasons for
the tragedy:
The deaths sent shock waves
through the industry and precipitated
not only a coroner’s inquest but the
establishment of a Construction
Industry Safety Inquiry which found
construction “a dangerous place to
work.” The inquest, which started on
Feb. 23, 1981 and lasted for eight days,
concluded there were repeated violations of the regulations on the site
including failure to assemble the fly
form properly, improper training of
employees in safety and assembly, and
the fly form itself was grossly underdesigned.
The inquest’s finding that construction is a “dangerous place to work” is,
of course, infinitely obvious for anybody who has set foot on a construction site. And it is not news that
some employers repeatedly violate

Read this!

Bruce (brother of Brian Stevenson), and Dianne Stevenson and participants at this year’s ceremony marking the Bentall Tower
disaster, placed wreaths and roses around the Bentall Memorial plaque: 17 red roses for workers who died from trauma and 27
white roses for workers who died from exposures and disease. Of the 27 workers who died from exposures and disease, 25 were
related to asbestos exposure.
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Plan ahead before
using a ladder.
Falls are a leading cause of injury on B.C.
construction sites.
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Ladder safety

WorksafebC

Simple steps can help
prevent serious injuries

Job safety

Falls are one of the leading causes of injuries to construction workers in B.C. Yet, when it comes to being careful and
staying safe on the jobsite, working with ladders–especially
stepladders–isn’t always seen to be hazardous. After all, it’s a
tool that some assume almost anyone can use. Using a ladder
at work comes with risks just like any other tool.
From 2014 to 2016, there were 1,058 workers in the construction industry injured or killed by falls from ladders. That’s
almost one fall every day for three years. Falls from ladders
make up the highest proportion of construction-related falls,
where they account for:
• 21 per cent of injuries, including fractures and concussions
• 25 per cent of claims cost
These statistics do not measure the physical and mental
trauma such accidents cause to workers, their families and
friends, or first responders on the scene.
The best way to reduce the risk of injury from falling is to
plan ahead before using a ladder. Keeping this in mind, and following some simple steps, can help workers stay safe and
injury-free.

and duty rating and make sure the ladder is the right grade
for the task and the industry–typically CSA Grade 1 or
better.
2. Assess the hazards
Inspect the ladder before each use to ensure that it is in
good condition.
Set it up on a firm, level surface and at the right height
and/or length to allow you to work safely.
3. Follow safe work procedures
while on the ladder
Never stand, sit, or work on the top two rungs of any
ladder. When climbing up or down the ladder:
• Always maintain three-point contact–two hands and one
foot or two feet and one hand at all times.
• Climb facing the ladder.
For short duration, light-duty work from the ladder, keep
both feet on the same step and support your body (knees
or chest) with the ladder to maintain three points of
contact, and make sure a safe handhold is close by and
available.
Avoid carrying heavy, bulky, or hazardous materials when
climbing the ladder. Instead, use a hoist for the materials.

Simple steps for safe ladder use

Build a culture of safety

1. Assess the job
A ladder may seem like the quick, easy, or obvious option,
but depending on working conditions or type of work being
done, it may be more appropriate (and safer) to use a ramp,
platform ladder, scaffold boom or scissor lift, or other work
platform.
If a ladder is the best choice, check the label for the load

Following safe work procedures and using the correct tool
for the job are crucial for staying safe on site, but a proactive,
positive attitude about safety at work can be just as valuable.
Employers and workers both have roles to play in creating
and maintaining a safe workplace.
• Employers must provide suitable equipment, ensure adequate training, and address safety issues.
• Workers must participate in and follow the instructions
and guidelines of safety orientation and training programs,
and have a duty to report any safety concerns. They also
have the right to refuse unsafe work without fear of
reprisal.
Following safe work procedures and developing a culture
of safety may seem time-consuming at first, but taking a
few extra steps can help prevent serious, sometimes lifealtering, injuries.
For more information and resources on how to use ladders and scaffolding safely, visit worksafebc.com/construction.

José Lam cartoon

Submitted by WorkSafeBC

Teleclaim centre open from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Workers who've been injured on the job, can call
WorkSafeBC's Teleclaim Centre between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
to file a report. A representative will complete the injury
report, explain the claims process and help direct the worker to other services if necessary. The worker’s employer is
then notified of the injury and both the worker and
employer can follow the status of the claim online.
Call 1-888-WORKERS
(1-888-967-5377) or #5377 on your cellphone if you
subscribe
to Telus Mobility, Rogers or
Bell Mobility.
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Roberta Ellis–
appointed new ITA chair
improves apprenticeship training completion rates.
“As always, the BC Building Trades is focused on ensuring
the success of B.C.’s trades training system,” Sigurdson added.

Community Benefits
Agreements
The Allied Hydro Council has been negotiating agreements on behalf of B.C.’s
construction unions for the construction of hydroelectric dams since 1963.
Through good and bad economic times, these agreements ensured fair wages,
good benefits, apprenticeships, local hire, career access to women and Indigenous
people and environmental improvements.

A proven construction model

AHC

ALLIED HYDRO COUNCIL

#207-88 Tenth St, New Westminster BC V3M 6H8 778-397-2220
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Shawn Luke cartoon

The BC Building Trades welcomed the appointment of
Roberta Ellis, new chair of the Industry Training Authority
(ITA). The announcement was made by the Ministry of
Advanced Education, Skills and Training in
December.
“In her previous role as senior vice president
of corporate services and human resources at
WorkSafeBC, Ellis was well known for her longstanding support of the education and training
of students in the areas of occupational and
environmental health,” said executive director
Tom Sigurdson. Last year, WorkSafeBC honoured
Ellis by awarding a UBC graduate student the
inaugural Roberta Ellis Award for Excellence in
the Study and Practice of Occupational and
Environmental Health.
“Passionate about the importance of training
for young people, Ellis is a wonderful addition to
the ITA board,” said Sigurdson, “and I look forward to her leadership and contributions.”
Sigurdson, a director of the ITA, also thanked
former chair Gwyn Morgan for his business acumen, which was applied in his years of service to
the ITA board.
“During our time together, I appreciated his
willingness to consider other perspectives, and
in particular the position that compulsory
certification for construction workers improves
their safety and boosts consumer
confidence. Compulsory certification also

Would a universal basic income solve all our problems?
By Leslie Dyson
A universal basic income is being promoted by the left and the right as a
response to the increase in precarious
and low-paid work in this neo-liberal
era, and to the allegedly massive loss of
jobs that will come from rapid technological change. Interestingly, the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) calls it
an expensive and poor alternative to
state welfare programs and found that it
led to drastic cuts to funding for social

services around the world.
But our main focus should be “decent
work for all,” writes Andrew Jackson,
senior policy adviser for the Broadbent
Institute. The following is an excerpt
from a lecture that Jackson presented
last fall.
A universal basic income is undesirable for technical, philosophical, and
political reasons.
That said, we should embrace
the vision of a suite of targeted
programs that provide a universal
guarantee of well-being independent

of market income.
One fundamental problem is that
income support for the mainstream
working-age population would require
punitively high tax-back rates.
A universal basic income set at a level
sufficient to meet basic needs would
entail transferring significant sums to
working-age adults above the poverty
line, and then clawing back these transfers through much higher tax rates on
wages and salaries. Indeed, the Ontario
basic income experiment will be based
continued on following page
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Write a 250-word essay on the topic —“The commitment to trade union principles.”
You must be a member in good standing of an affiliate of the BC Building Trades
and enrolled in a union-recognized trades training program to be eligible.

Empowering your
communities

AHC

ALLIED HYDRO COUNCIL

#207-88 Tenth St, New Westminster BC V3M 6H8 778-397-2220
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Basic Income continued from previous page

age people who cannot work, usually due to disability or caring
responsibilities, or who receive only low incomes from work.
An obvious step is to increase the Working Income Tax Benefit
for low earners.
Rather than a basic income, our goal should continue to be
decent work for all through reduced working time and labour
reforms, like:
• unionization of precarious workers
• higher minimum wages
• a higher floor of labour standards
• more worker control of working time
• decent hours of work
• full recognition of the rights of
contract employees
Technological advances and greater productivity are good
things if harnessed to social ends. Reduced working time in
good jobs can spread those hours of work among more workers, through four-day work weeks, expanded parental and training leaves, and paid sabbaticals.

Shawn Luke cartoon

on a 50 per cent claw back on wages.
A basic income could compromise existing programs such as
housing, child care, and transportation subsidies, and ancillary
health and other supports for persons with disabilities and
come at the cost of no funding increase for broader antipoverty strategies.
It is highly questionable if we would want to integrate spending on social programs such as Employment Insurance and the
Canada Pension Plan, which have important income stabilization objectives relevant to all workers and are not just an antipoverty goal.
While advocates argue that workers might be able to hold
out for higher wages and better working conditions given the
leverage of a basic income, it is at least as likely that employers
would decide that they no longer have to pay a living wage to
attract labour.
The still greater danger is that a basic income might be taken
by governments to solve the significant problem of underemployment and low-paid work, leading them to even more
definitively abandon full employment policies, living-wage policies, and respect for labour rights. Many proponents of basic income, such as high-tech billionaires, have explicitly given up on the core goal of
high employment at decent wages.
Low-paid and precarious work and poverty
rates for working-age families are certainly on the
rise, and working poverty is a serious problem,
especially for youth, women, and racialized
workers.
Almost 25 per cent of all workers and 33 per
cent of private sector workers earn less than $15
per hour.
While it is widely argued that artificial intelligence will destroy jobs, the fact is that productivity growth has been dismal in recent years. The key
problem is not pending mass unemployment, but
the loss of middle class and mid-level skill jobs,
partly due to technology and partly due to the
loss of labour bargaining power. More workers
pushed out of decent jobs are competing for even
low-paid jobs, resulting in stagnant wages and
widespread casual employment.
But there has also been a shift of jobs to higher
paid professional employment requiring high levels
of education.
The key reform needed today is to provide a
non-stigmatizing and adequate income to working-

International Union of Bricklayers and
Allied Craftworkers—Local #2 B.C.

RAISE THE LINE
WITH BAC2BC
in the masonry
and tile industries

I.U.B.A.C.—Proudly serving members of
the trowel trades in B.C. since 1898
For information on membership
or training, please contact

Geoff Higginson, President
Paolo Perozzo, Secretary-Treasurer
12309 Industrial Road , Surrey B.C V3V 3S4
Phone 604-584-2021
Toll-free 1-855-584-2021

Vice Chair — Tony Sarangelo; Vice Chair — Dave Rosemeyer; Vice Chair — Robert Witt
Prince George Chapter Chair — Kosta Thanos; Vancouver Island Chapter Chair — Karl Jones; Okanagan/Kootenays Chapter Chair — Mike Barisoff
Brick Masons — Tile Setters — Corrosion and Refractory Workers —Stone Masons — Terrazzo Workers —Marble Masons — P.C.C. and Restoration
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Jobs for Tomorrow

Recycling
heated water
in False Creek
Very little research has been done on the construction industry’s
role in Canada’s transition to low-carbon development. Jobs
for Tomorrow, commissioned in 2017 by Canada’s Building
Trades Unions, features original research that examines the
potential impact on Canada’s construction industry and
unions. Here’s an excerpt.

As the move to net zero emissions accelerates, the building
trades are seeing benefits for their members globally.
Canada’s ability to meet its de-carbonizing commitments by
2050 will be based on the construction of new infrastructure
using renewable energy sources. The number of jobs will be
significant–almost 1.2 million direct construction jobs
(19.8 million jobs if induced, indirect, and supply chain jobs
are included).

municipal pump station where, similar to a geothermal application, heat pumps transfer thermal energy from the sewage
water to a hot water distribution network.
This system eliminates more than 60 per cent of the emissions pollution (2,400 tonnes of green house gas emissions)
that would have been created each year.
The city has approved two more facilities–at River District
in South Vancouver and in northeast False Creek.

Case study: Southeast False Creek energy utility
Usually the energy that goes into heating dishwater and
bathwater goes down the drain. Vancouver’s Southeast False
Creek Utility captures this wasted heat from sewage water
and recycles it back into the surrounding community–providing space heating and domestic hot water.
Servicing 27 buildings and over 4,300 residences (amounting to 4.2 million sq ft of floor area), the utility incorporates
over 4.7 km of dedicated piping. The system integrates a

Tradespeople installing the solar hot water capture system in
False Creek.
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From the beginning, union
numbers rise and fall
Construction in B.C., from railways and
wood-framed buildings to high-rises,
mines, mills, smelters, and highways, is
the subject of many articles and books.
What is seldom written about or celebrated is the equally long history of construction workers fighting for decent living and working conditions. The BC
Building Trades celebrated its 50th
anniversary with the publication of We
Build BC, a book written by Jim Sinclair.
Here’s an excerpt.

The first construction strike in B.C.
in 1889 was led by the Amalgamated
Carpenters and Joiners. For two
months, carpenters walked the picket
line in Vancouver and when it ended
they had won the nine-hour day.
Recognizing the need to be united is
as old as the labour movement itself.
Local Vancouver unions met in 1889
and formed the Vancouver Trades and
Labour Council.
Employers, sensing the unions’ growing strength, established the Builders’
Exchange and other employer organizations.
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Construction unions responded by
setting up the Building Trades Council
(BTC) in 1901 and introducing a union
card system in 1902. It ensured that all
tradespeople on construction sites
were union members in good standing.
This immediately resulted in a rise in
union jobs.
However, in 1905, an industry slump
and growth in the non-union workforce
resulted in the BTC unable to enforce
the card system and an
end to the council itself.
Employers created “open
shops” with the intent of
shutting out unions and
union members. Divisions
between the unions did
not help matters.
The construction boom
in 1909 led to the resurrection of the BTC and the
reintroduction of the
union card system. As
expected, this led to
employers and their trade
organizations working
actively to break the

José Lam cartoon

We Build BC

“union shop” model. One major contractor even put non-union workers on
the site where the new union centre
was being built.
The Masters Builders’ Association
declared their sites as open shop effective April 17, 1911.
The Vancouver Trades and Labour
Council declared a general strike on
June 5. That day, 4,000 building trades
workers went off the job. It was the
largest strike in the city’s history.
However, three weeks later, the
unions had failed to shut down the
majority of construction sites and some
unions allowed their members to
return to work. Shortly after, the BTC
released the remaining unions to make
their own deals with their employers.
Jurisdictional disputes and increasing
unemployment forced the council to
close down in 1912. However, it was
resurrected in 1919.
A pattern had developed. Economic
downturns favoured employers and
allowed the growth of open-shop contractors. But building booms and a
short labour supply led to a growth in
union members and better working
conditions.
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COMMUNITY BENEFIT AGREEMENTS

Let’s maximize community
benefits from public construction
The Government of British Columbia and its agencies,
such as BC Hydro, spend billions of dollars every year building
major infrastructure.
Done right, construction is a great opportunity to build local
communities and their economies.
Major projects can provide training and employment for
apprentices and local workers, and new opportunities to bring
Indigenous people and women into the skilled workforce.

B.C. has a proven project management
system that will deliver all these benefits.
For decades, with hydro projects, highways and resource projects,
we made use of Project Labour Agreements to complete our
major public projects safely and on time.
Under a Project Labour Agreement, union and non-union workers
receive the same pay and benefits that are negotiated between
participating unions and employers. Everyone gets fair treatment.
Wages are set for the life of the project, with a guarantee of no
labour disruptions.
IUOE Local 115 has provided skilled labour for B.C.’s biggest
projects since 1931. We believe it’s time to restore the
collaborative approach to public construction, building on
past success with a new Community Benefit Agreement
model to ensure fair wages and treatment, local employment,
apprenticeship opportunities, and the inclusion of Indigenous
people and women in well-paid jobs. Labour, contractors and
government will work together to make it happen.

If you agree with this approach, write to Premier John Horgan,
Premier@gov.bc.ca, and tell him, “I support Community Benefit Agreements.”
You can copy us at iuoe@iuoe115.ca
Brian Cochrane, Business Manager

